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The correct detection of the remains of earthen buildings and structures is often
complicated for the archaeologists. In France, for example, their identification on the
field is actually a challenge for researchers and it gives problems of scientific policy to
the organisms that are in charge of the regulation of the preventive archaeology and the
archaeological heritage. The recognition on the field is particularly hard in temperate
regions of central and western Europe, especially for the most ancient periods. The
comparison between some most evident structures, preserved in arid contexts or in
sites such as tells, and latent or bad preserved structures, as in temperate contexts, can
help the development of methods, excavation techniques and interpretation of
archaeological findings.
This session will be an opportunity to compare different experiences on the theme of
earthen architecture in European and Middle East Prehistory relating to the
identification of these structures on the field, the characterization of techniques
(mudbrick, cob, wattle and daub, plasters, floors,...) and their decay. Various kinds of site
can be presented, from domestic to funerary contexts. The discussion will be focused on
the comprehension and interpretation of the rests of walls, buildings and other earthen
structures, the understanding of the nature of mudbrick sediments, the ethnofacies and
the formation processes of tells. Different approaches are welcomed (archaeology,
geoarchaeology, geochemistry, geophysics,…) to present case studies and specific
methodologies from preventive archaeology or long-term research projects.
Interdisciplinary papers and posters are encouraged, as well as ethnoarchaeological and
experimental studies.

Theme: Interpreting the archaeological record

Session format: Session, made up of a combination of papers, max. 15 minutes each
SUBMISSION FOR PAPERS & POSTERS IS NOW OPEN:
https://www.klinkhamergroup.com/eaa2017/

Abstracts must be no more than 300 words, and must be submitted through the
EAA2017 website. Call for papers open up until Wednesday 15 March 2017.

For more information: ljallot@9business.fr; alessandro.peinetti@gmail.com;

pantelitsa.mylona@gmail.com; annagomezbach@gmail.com; ambre.dipascale@hotmail.fr ;
cosimo.doronzo1980@gmail.com ; mimolist@gmail.com ; onfray.marylise@live.fr ;
claudia.speciale@unisalento.it ; julia.wattez@free.fr .
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